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Introduction  
 The Question:	 To 	what	extent	 would	legalization	
encourage	 currently	unauthorized	farm	workers	 to seek	 
work in	other	industries? 

 The Context: 
o Recent	executive 	actions	(DAPA/DACA)	 could	grant	
administrative relief	from	deportation,	and	work	permits,	 
to 	45	 percent	of	currently 	unauthorized	 farm	 workers	 
(Werner‐Kohnstamm	 Family 	Fund,	December	2014). 

o Senate’s	comprehensive immigration	 reform	 bill	would	
affect	larger	 numbers	(but	also	create 	expanded	temporary	
nonimmigrant	 farm	worker	visa	program). 



	

A	Familiar	Debate… 
 To 	address	 this	question,	I	revisit	the	data	that	was	
collected	 in	the	wake of	the	Immigration	Reform	and	
Control	Act	 of	1986. 

 1.1	million	Special	 Agricultural	Workers	(SAWs)	were	
granted	 green	cards	 between	 1988	and	1992.	 

 The	question	of	how 	many	stayed	 in	agriculture	was	
extensively	 debated…but	 not	resolved! 

 Anecdotal	 evidence	 suggested	 large	numbers	left	farming,	
but	the	research	 yielded	 conflicting	results,	and	 the	
Commission	 on	Agricultural	Workers	did	not	take	 a	
definitive position	on	the	question. 



 
 

 
   

Employment	by	Legal	Status	
(Source:	 NAWS,	weights	 adjusted) 
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Estimated	Effect	 of	Legalization  
 Clear	prima	facie	 evidence	 of	a	rapid	 decline	in	number	of	
SAWs.	But	the	question	is:	how	much	of	that	is	due	to	
normal	attrition	of	a	fixed	cohort	 as	it	ages,	and	 how	much	
was	due	to	their	being	granted	 legal	status? 

 To 	answer	 this,	I	combine	SAWs and	LAWs	and	 compare	 
their	employment	 trends	 to 	those	 of	still‐unauthorized	  
workers	 from	similar	birth	and	year	of	entry	cohorts.  

 I	argue	that	had	 they	not	been	legalized,	this	cohort	of	
SAWs/LAWs	 would	have 	exited	 agriculture	at	the	average	
rate observed	 for	SAWs+LAWs+Unauthorized	 workers. 



	

	

	

Results  
 In	the	base	 year	(FY	1989)	,	SAWs+LAWs provided	 272,000	
FTEs	of	labor. 

 Five 	years	 later	(FY	1994)	employment	 of	SAWs+LAWs had	
fallen	to 	146,000	(a	decline	 of	126,000	 or	46%). 

 I	estimate that	roughly	70,000	workers	 (26%)	 were lost	 
due	to	normal	attrition	of	this	cohort	as	they aged. 

 The	remaining	56,000	 workers	 (21%)	were 	estimated	 to	 
have 	departed	 in	response	 to 	legalization. 

 Legalization	effect	 dwindled	 over	time 
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Conclusions	&	Caveats 
 These	 estimates	 may	provide	 a	 rough guide to how farm 
labor	supply	might	respond	 to 	the	legalization	of	a	portion	 
of	the	currently 	unauthorized	workforce. 

 For	example,	 if	one‐half	of	the	current	workforce	 is	
unauthorized,	and	supposing	 one‐half	of	these	are 	granted	 
legal	status,	 this	might	cause	 farm	labor	supply	to decline	 
by 	0.5*0.5*0.21	 =	5	%	over	5	years. 

 Crops	 and	regions	with	higher	unauthorized	shares	 might	
see	 proportionately	 larger	effects. 

 Actual	outcomes	 will	 also	depend	 on	the	strength	of	the	
nonfarm	economy	 in	the	years	 ahead. 
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